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 The dynamics of freestanding films:  predictions for poly(2-chlorostyrene) 

based on bulk pressure dependence and thoughtful sample averaging
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Abstract:  

In this paper we model the segmental relaxation in poly (2-chlorostyrene) 18 nm freestanding 

films, using only data on bulk samples to characterize the system, and predict film relaxation times 

() as a function of temperature that are in semi-quantitative agreement with film data.  The ability 

to translate bulk characterization into film predictions is a direct result of our previous work 

connecting the effects of free surfaces in films with those of changing pressure in the bulk.  Our 

approach combines the Locally Correlated Lattice (LCL) equation of state for prediction of free 

volume values (Vfree) at any given density (), which are then used in the Cooperative Free Volume 

(CFV) rate model to predict (T,Vfree).  A key feature of this work is that we calculate the locally 

averaged density profile as a function of distance from the surface, av(z), using the CFV-predicted 

lengthscale, Lcoop(z), over which rearranging molecular segments cooperate.  As we have shown 

in the past, av(z) is signficantly broader than the localized profile, (z), which translates into a 

relaxation profile, (z), exhibiting a breadth that mirrors experimental and simulated results.  In 

addition, we discuss the importance of averaging the log of position dependent relaxation times 

across a film sample (<log(z)>), as opposed to averaging the relaxation times, themselves, in 

order to best approximate a whole sample-averaged value that can be directly compared to 

experiment.
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1   Introduction

The study of dynamic properties of polymer melts and other molecular liquids (relaxation 

times, viscosity, diffusion, etc.) as they approach their glass transition has attracted longstanding 

research interest.1–10  Experiments which test the effects on system dynamics from changing the 

pressure, in addition to changing temperature, have yielded fundamental insight,1,2  leading to a 

more complete understanding of how structural relaxation times, (T,V), depend on underlying 

independent contributions from both temperature (T) and volume (V).  There has been significant 

recent interest in the effects induced by the presence of interfaces, often called the 

nanoconfinement effect,10–21 which can lead to information about the length scale associated with 

mechanisms of dynamic relaxation.  In recent work we22–25 and others26–32 have explained some 

of the important connections between the influence of interfaces and effects from changing 

pressure (changing density).  

Here we investigate the pressure dependent and interfacial dynamics, of poly(2-

chlorostyrene) (P2ClS) using the Cooperative Free Volume (CFV) rate model.33,34  The model 

accounts for independent contributions from temperature and density (i.e. (T,V)), allowing us to 

explicitly incorporate the effects from interfacial density changes.  Our analysis begins with 

predictions for free volume, a natural variable for analyzing relaxation results, via analysis of bulk 

PVT data using the Locally Correlated Lattice (LCL) equation of state.35,36  We then apply the 

CFV model to the experimental -relaxation times of bulk P2ClS from dielectric spectroscopy, 

illustrating that the form predicted by CFV,   exp[f(T)(1/Vfree)] is well obeyed.  This CFV 

analysis of bulk P2ClS provides characteristic information that is then used (along with density 

profiles based on PVT and surface tension data) to predict how relaxation times change on the 
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nanometer scale across a P2ClS free surface.  We then combine our understanding of bulk behavior 

and predictions for free surface effects to form an independent prediction for the overall relaxation 

time of P2ClS freestanding films as a function of temperature.  Finally, we test our model 

predictions with existing experimental film data and find very good agreement.

Alongside the CFV approach , there are a number of other models for the dynamics of 

confined systems; examples can be found in the articles and reviews in references 10,15,16,28,29,37–41.  

In some cases28,29 (similar to our work here) strong connections are made with bulk pressure 

dependent dynamics, a particular example being the density scaling approach.1,2,8,42–45  Other 

models build on different connections, e.g. detailed pair correlations,40 percolation and 

heterogeneous dynamics,37,38,41 and string models.39  Recently in reference 25, we briefly surveyed 

some of these approaches to place the CFV model in context.  

2   Interfacial dynamics and bulk pressure dependent dynamics

Interfacial systems are inhomogeneous since they involve a free surface and a local density 

that changes from bulk-like to zero.  However, we have found that22–25 the changes in dynamics 

induced by the interface are strongly analogous to those arising from a pressure-induced density 

change in the homogeneous bulk.  Experimental data for a bulk system's temperature and volume 

dependent relaxation behavior show that segmental relaxation times follow a general pattern,

                      (T,V)  exp[f(T)g(V)].                                                    (1)

The evident multiplicative coupling of f(T) and g(V) has consequences that underlie many 

important trends, and these patterns appear whether the material is in bulk form or in thin films. 

For thin films the density change at the interface will affect the value of the density dependent g(V) 
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function, while of course in the bulk this term is sensitive to changing pressure.  In both cases the 

effect becomes more pronounced with decreasing T because lower temperatures increase the value 

of f(T), the factor which multiplies the changing g(V) function.22  

Eqn (1) will be the starting point in building our model for interfaces; what makes this 

possible is the transferability of f(T).  The fact that eqn (1) describes pressure dependent bulk 

dynamics obviously means that the same function, f(T), applies at any choice of volume (pressure).  

We find that the same f(T) also applies (at least approximately) when the material is in film form.  

Strong evidence for this is as follows.  

Starting from eqn (1) a general power law form can be derived, 2(T)  1(T)c, which 

connects the relaxation behavior of two isobars, "1" and "2"; the exponent c = g(V2(T))/g(V1(T)) = 

Vfree1(T)/Vfree2(T) (Vfree defined below) depends only on the two density contributions and is an 

approximate constant.22  Linear power law plots of log2(T) vs. log1(T) show that this form is 

indeed followed for any two isobars of the bulk material, e.g. high P and low P.  Importantly, this 

very same power law form also applies when comparing polymer film relaxation data with that of 

bulk (both at the same pressure), an observation first reported in Diaz-Vela et al.46  Because the 

power law relationship can only be derived when there is a common f(T) function, we must have 

f1(T) = f2(T) = f(T) even when "1" and/or "2" is a film.  In our approach, we will determine the 

characteristic f(T) contribution for P2ClS by modeling its bulk behavior, and then apply this same 

function to P2ClS films.  This will be fully described further below after introducing the CFV 

model which is our route to expressing f(T) and g(V) analytically.
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In the case of interfaces the effective density needed as input for g(V) will depend upon the 

distance from the interface; that is, we will treat g(V) here as a position (z) dependent function.  

(Note alternatively, if dealing with a whole film sample, one can assign an overall g(V) that will 

change with film thickness (h), due to the changing relative contribution from the lower density 

interfacial region.)  Segments near a free surface have fewer surrounding neighbors, analogous to 

what happens when lowering the density in a homogeneous bulk environment.  However, a key 

question is: which segments count as neighbors? To what distance out from a given point does the 

influence of the other segments extend?  The answer reflects the mechanistic cooperativity that is 

an integral feature of local segmental relaxation.  

We define Lcoop to be the distance that spans a group of cooperating segments.  Note that 

because Lcoop is based on intermolecular encounters, it must clearly be larger than a molecular 

segment e.g. 2 or 3 coordination shells.  This makes Lcoop wider than the gradient in a typical local 

density profile ((z)), which means that the density input for g(V) at a given postion, z, cannot 

simply be the value of (z), unless z is located well within the bulk interior.  Furthermore, we 

expect the number of segments that cooperate, and thus Lcoop, to be a changing function of the 

density and thus position, i.e. Lcoop(z).  The CFV model predicts this crucial dependence based on 

the condition that the cooperative region, Vcoop(z), must contain the same characteristic critical free 

volume, v* necessary for a segment to move a distance on the order of its own size (e.g. necessary 

for local relaxation).
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The appropriate input for the g(V) function at any given position, z, will be the locally 

averaged density, av(z), which is the average taken inside the region containing the cooperating 

segments centered around z.  We calculate av(z), based on the local density, (z), as follows

𝜌av(𝑧) =
1

𝑉coop(𝑧)∫𝜌(𝑧′)𝑑𝑥′𝑑𝑦′𝑑𝑧′

(2)
(z) and av(z) depend only on z, the position in the direction normal to the interface.  The 

integration (average) is carried out over the values of x',y',z' that are within a cooperative region 

having a volume, Vcoop(z), that surrounds a point, x,y,z.  The size of the region, Vcoop(z), is such that 

it contains the above noted characteristic critical free volume, v*.  Given a local density profile of 

the material's free surface (details below), we can therefore solve for av(z) and Vcoop(z) (thus 

Lcoop(z)) self consistently, based on the constancy of v*.  We obtain the value of v* by knowing the 

value of Lcoop in the bulk at just a single reference temperature.  We have a sensible way to estimate 

this within say, about +/ 25% (details below); the model will then predict all the changing values 

of Lcoop(z) across the interface and at any other temperature.

3   The CFV model and application to bulk P2ClS

A key feature of the cooperative free volume (CFV) rate model33,34,47 is that it expresses 

g(V) in terms of the free volume, Vfree, as predicted by analysis of thermodynamic data.  Obtained 

in that way, Vfree turns out to be a natural variable for this purpose; it allows for the same 

mathematical form (g(V)  1/Vfree) to be used for all systems.  

Here we highlight this point, that the Vfree values used in CFV are based on independent 

thermodynamic analysis, because other models use a posteriori fitting of dynamics data to extract 
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an estimate of Vfree, a practice that undermines its physical meaning.  In our definition Vfree is given 

by

         Vfree = V  Vhc                                                                    (3)

where V is the system's total volume and Vhc is its characteristic limiting hard-core volume at close 

packing. Vhc is a material-dependent constant, independent of temperature and pressure. We apply 

the locally correlated lattice (LCL) equation of state (EOS)35,36 to analyze a system's pressure, 

volume, temperature (PVT) data in order to determine the set of LCL molecular parameters 

(specific to each material) that leads to Vhc, and thus the system's Vfree values at any given T,P.  

(For the interested reader, another very simple route to Vhc and Vfree based on PVT data has been 

described and tested in another recent paper.47)  Applying LCL to P2ClS PVT data48 we find Vhc = 

0.733 mL/g.  More details on the LCL analysis of P2ClS are provided in the Electronic 

supplementary information (ESI).  

In the CFV model the relaxation mechanism is both thermally activated and cooperative.  

This is analogous to the model of Adam and Gibbs,49 however, in CFV the cooperativity is dictated 

by free volume rather than configurational entropy.  The relaxation process requires the 

rearrangement of a cooperating group consisting of n* segments, where each segment is capable 

of donating an amount of free volume equal to Vfree/N (where N is the total number of segments in 

the system).  For each segment there will be an energetic cost of a in order for it to move.  

Therefore the total activation energy for the rearrangement is Eact = n*a.  To determine how n* 

depends, functionally, on Vfree we expect (assume) that it is necessary for the group, overall, to 

gather a critical amount of free volume, v*; this should be a characteristic constant of the material, 

i.e. enough space to allow the entry or full passage of another segment.  Dividing v* by the free 
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volume that a single segment can donate therefore gives n* = v*/(Vfree/N), and this leads to the key 

relation, Eact  n*  1/Vfree.  As noted above, the concept of accruing a constant critical free volume 

(v*) is important here in dictating how the cooperative distance, Lcoop(z), and thus ultimately the 

local activation energy, changes with position near the interface.

The Boltzmann factor for the relaxation rate is exp[Eact/T]  1/, and we can now 

substitute Eact = n*a and n*  1/Vfree to give the general CFV form for relaxation times,

𝜏 =  𝜏ref exp[𝑛 ∗ × (∆𝑎(𝑇)
𝑇 )]  = 𝜏ref exp[( 1

𝑉free) × 𝑓(𝑇)] 

(4)
The multiplicative coupling of T,V contributions in eqn (4) shows how CFV predicts and explains 

the fundamental form of eqn (1), viz.  (T,V)  exp[g(V)f(T)].  We identify g(V)  1/Vfree, and 

f(T)  a(T)/T.

Our tests of the CFV model against experimental data have shown that the basic form 

predicted by eqn (4) holds across a wide range of polymer melts and small molecule glassforming 

liquids,34,47,50,51 as well as for simulated systems.33,52  Written equivalently as ln(/ref)  

(1/Vfree)(a(T)/T), this form predicts that on isotherms the log of segmental relaxation times will 

be linearly proportional to inverse free volume, and that the slope of each linear isotherm will 

depend on its temperature.  Further, by the simplest possible assumption of a constant a (more 

below), the slopes are predicted to increase with decreasing T.  This is indeed the pattern followed 

by the P2ClS melt.  Fig. 1a shows the P2ClS T,P-dependent -relaxation times measured via 

dielectric spectroscopy53; the log vs. 1/Vfree isotherms are linear and the slopes increase with 

decreasing T.  Note that the values plotted on the ordinate represent experimental results from 
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dielectric relaxation experiments, while those on the abscissa are from thermodynamic PVT 

analyses; they have been determined independently, and therefore support our conclusion that 

there is a strong connection between Vfree and dynamic relaxation.
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Fig. 1  P2ClS bulk pressure dependent dynamics.  Panel (a): -relaxation times on isotherms, plotted as 
log vs. inverse relative free volume (Vhc/Vfree).  The isotherms are linear with T-dependent slopes, as 
predicted by the CFV model.  From top to bottom, T = 442, 454, 466, 478, 490, 502 K; experimental data53 
are shown as points, and the lines are the corresponding linear fits.  Panel (b) shows the data collapsed into 
a single line according to CFV eqn (5) giving a b parameter value of 3.3.  Panel (c) shows the data collapsed 
using the density scaling approach giving a  parameter value of 2.7.

We now turn to the details for the functional temperature dependence, f(T).  We have found 

the simplifying assumption of constant a works well at high T, e.g. for describing (T,V) in the 

Arrhenius-nonArrhenius crossover regime.  However, in order to accurately capture the 
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experimental data as it extends into lower T, we must treat a(T) as function of T (although it 

remains independent of volume).  In practice, we apply a simple empirical T-dependent form, f(T) 

 a(T)/T  1/Tb.  Here the material specific scaling exponent b is roughly analogous to the scaling 

of V in density scaling approaches.1,2,8,42–45  This leads to the following working expression

ln𝜏 = ( 𝑉hc

𝑉free)(𝑇 ∗

𝑇 )
𝑏

+ ln𝜏ref

(5)
The material specific parameters, b,T*,ref, are determined from bulk system dynamics data; 

alternatively b can also be determined using Tg(P) from PVT data.  

The form of eqn (5) indicates that with the proper choice of b, a plot of log vs. 1/(VfreeTb) 

will collapse all the T,P-dependent data in Fig. 1a into a single line.  This is shown in Fig. 1b where 

simple trial and error adjustment indicates a P2ClS b value of about 3.3.  For comparison, a density 

scaling analysis is shown in Fig. 1c where the plot of log vs. 1/(TV) collapses into a single curve 

with  = 2.7.  

To complete the characterization of eqn (5) for P2ClS, the remaining parameters, T* and 

ref, will follow from the slope and intercept of the line in Fig. 1b.  Alternatively, all three 

parameters (b,T*,ref) can be found by simultaneous least squares fitting, which leads to essentially 

equivalent results.  The full set of P2ClS parameters is: b = 3.30, T* = 568.1 K, logref (/s) = 11.36, 

(or equivalently, lnref = 26.17); note we apply eqn (5) as written using natural logarithms (ln), 

and then convert the results to base 10 logarithms (log) when plotting results to match standard 

experimental representations.  With bulk P2ClS fully characterized we now show the resulting 

CFV model curves (eqn (5)) along with the corresponding experimental data plotted in the form 
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of log vs. 1/T isobars in Fig. 2.  (From bottom to top, isobars correspond to P = 1 atm, 50MPa, 

100MPa, 150MPa, 200MPa.)  
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Fig. 2  P2ClS bulk pressure dependent dynamics: -relaxation times on isobars.  CFV model results shown 
as curves, and experimental data53 shown as points.  From bottom to top, P = 1 atm, 50 MPa, 100 MPa, 150 
MPa, and 200 MPa.

4   P2ClS interfacial dynamics and freestanding films

We will now extend the use of the CFV eqn (5) to capture P2ClS relaxation times as a 

function of temperature and density from the case of the bulk to interfaces, as relaxation data for 

these systems show analogous change with temperature and, in this scenario, position dependent 

locally averaged density, av(z).  We therefore apply the same f(T) = (T*/T)b function to the P2ClS 

interface as we found for bulk (same ref as well).  Furthermore, the g(V) = Vhc/Vfree function 
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remains based on the same bulk P2ClS PVT analysis, although it will now manifest in eqn (5) as 

a position dependent quantity.  This will appear as (Vhc/Vfree)(z), which follows from the locally 

averaged density, av(z) (eqn (2) above), according to (Vfree/Vhc)(z) = (hc/av(z))  1, where 1/hc 

= close-packed volume Vhc per mass.

In order to obtain av(z) we need the local density profile, (z).  We calculate (z) based on 

bulk PVT and surface tension data.  Specifically, we use the LCL EOS (which as noted above was 

fit to the P2ClS PVT data48) combined with the square gradient approximation54–56 where the 

gradient parameter is fit to the P2ClS surface tension.57,58  Details on these calculations are 

provided in the ESI.  The resulting P2ClS free surface local density profile, (z), at T = 425K is 

shown in Fig. 3a (the blue curve).  The gradient in (z) is fairly narrow, going from bulk-like 

density to zero over a region that is only about 1 nm wide (less than a Kuhn length).  This is similar 

to what we found for PS25 and is consistent with calculations on other polymers56 and results from 

simulations.59–63  
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Fig 3  Local density, (z), locally-averaged density, av(z), and cooperative length, Lcoop(z), as a function of 
position, z, across a P2ClS free surface at T = 425K, P = 1 atm.  Panel (a) shows (z) (blue curve) and av(z) 
(red curve), and panel (b) shows Lcoop(z).  (z) is calculated using the LCL EOS model based on PVT data 
and surface tension data, and av(z) and Lcoop(z) then follow from this result based on eqn (2) and the 
requirement that the cooperative region must enclose the characteristic critical free volume, v* (see text).  

As noted above, solving for av(z) in eqn (2) requires knowing v* for the material of 

interest, and then assuming it to be constant.  We first identify the value of Lcoop, the cooperative 

lengthscale, in the bulk at a single reference temperature, denoted Lcoop:ref, and then find v* as the 

free volume inside the volume, (2Lcoop:ref)3.  At the reference state this is the volume that contains 

the essential available free volume required for a segmental relaxation to occur.  We will use the 

same approximate value for Lcoop:ref that we used in our previous work25 for PS (3.5 nm) because 

the PS and P2ClS Kuhn lengths are expected to be similar (about 1.5 nm64), and we set this at a 
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central reference temperature of 425 K (P = 1 atm) which is about 25 degrees above the P2ClS Tg.  

Lcoop:ref = 3.5 nm corresponds to about 2.3 Kuhn lengths, implying a cooperating distance covering 

about 2 or so coordination shells.  As described in our previous work25 this approximation for 

Lcoop:ref was also based on the point where our simple 2-layer CFV model interprets the bulk-like 

layer to disappear when applied to Al-capped P4ClS films of decreasing thickness.  We expect this 

approximation for the bulk Lcoop:ref to be reasonable within about +/25%.  Indeed, we show here 

that it leads to semi-quantitative predictions.   If closer agreement is desired, it could be treated as 

a fitting parameter (i.e. it could be fit to the P2ClS freestanding film data65).

With the single value now set for the bulk Lcoop:ref, which also sets v*, we can now predict 

how Lcoop(z) changes with position across the interface at any temperature. Since the required 

cooperating region must always contain the same amount of free volume we expect that Lcoop(z) 

will decrease on moving toward the free surface.  Solving eqn (2) self consistently with the 

condition that Vcoop(z) contains a free volume of [1  (av(z)/hc)]Vcoop(z) = v*, yields both av(z) 

and Lcoop(z) (Vcoop(z)).  (See our previous work for more details.25)  The result for Lcoop(z) is shown 

in Fig. 3b (corresponding to the P2ClS free surface at T = 425 K, P = 1 atm).  About 1 nm from 

the interface Lcoop(z) is about 1.5 nm (roughly one Kuhn length).  By 4 nm or more from the 

interface, Lcoop(z) has achieved its bulk value of 3.5 nm (2.3 Kuhn lengths),

The corresponding self consistent result for av(z) is shown by the red curve in Fig. 3a (T 

= 425 K, P = 1 atm).  In contrast to the local density (z), av(z) deviates from the bulk value 

deeper into the interior because it reflects an averaged environment over an intermolecular length 

scale (e.g. 1, 2, 3 Kuhn lengths).  Of course the shape of av(z) also differs from the shape of (z) 
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because the cooperative lengthscale to which av(z) is coupled depends, itself, on z.  Results for 

av(z) calculated at other temperatures (used below for (T,z)) are similar to what is shown here at 

T = 425 K, but will reflect small changes in (z) and on the bulk Lcoop value at that temperature.

The reasoning above explains why a single value of (z) at z cannot capture the degree 

intermolecular crowding at positions near the interface; its gradient is so steep in that region that 

the value of (z) could be bulk-like at one position, and at just a single near neighbor distance 

away its value could be closer to half of that.  Because av(z) accounts for the surrounding 

intermolecular environment, it correlates strongly with local relaxation dynamics.  Local averaging 

is unnecessary within a bulk sample, where the density is homogeneous, but becomes important 

near interfaces. 

Turning to relaxation times, we take the result for av(z) (Fig. 3a) and compute the relative 

free volume as a function of position, (Vfree/Vhc)(z) = (hc/av(z))  1, and this result is input into 

eqn (5) to obtain (z) using the same parameters that describe the P2ClS bulk dynamics (Fig. 2).  

Examples of resulting relaxation profiles at three different temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.  Here, 

rather than just the 5 nm span shown in Fig. 3, the relaxation profiles cover an entire 18 nm 

freestanding P2ClS film, which has two free surfaces and a bulk-like plateau region in between.  

The temperature values for the (z) profiles correspond to T = 410, 425, 440 K; note in all cases, 

our results for films and/or interfaces correspond to ambient pressure conditions, P = 1 atm.  
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bulk dynamics.

The CFV model profiles in Fig. 4 show that near the interfacial region (z) deviates from 

the bulk value over a span of more than 4 nm, with a broad shape that is significantly extended 

relative to the gradients in the corresponding local density profiles (z) (1 nm wide); this is 

consistent with results from simulation.14,59–63,66  

Comparison of the (z) profiles at different temperatures shows that the plateau height (the 

bulk relaxation time) increases with decreasing T as expected.  Also, the location of the plateau 

shifts further into the interior (i.e. the relaxation gradient gets wider) as T decreases, and this is 

also consistent with trends observed in simulations.  This is a consequence of how the bulk Lcoop 

is increasing (due to increasing ambient density) as T decreases, 25 which means that there is an 

increased distance over which a deviation in (z) will contribute, as part of the cooperative region. 
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The result is that av(z) and (z) deviate from their respective bulk values over larger distances 

from the interface.

We now consider the overall relaxation time, characteristic of the entire freestanding P2ClS 

film sample.  Here we will compare with existing experimental data on 18 nm "stacked" 

freestanding films studied via dielectric spectroscopy in Fukao et al.65 where relaxation times were 

reported over a range of temperature.  (Some examples of calorimetric studies on stacked films are 

in Koh et al.67,68)  Experimentally, the procedure for the Fukao et al. dielectric measurements 

involved the samples to be capped with Aluminum (Al); in the case of the multiple 18 nm stacked 

films only the two outermost films would have one of their interfaces supported (capped) by an Al 

substrate surface.  Therefore, most of the interfaces contributing to the dynamics in the overall 

sample are "free", in the sense that they are not joined to each other or to a substrate.  We therefore 

consider each film as corresponding to an idealized freestanding film.  A focus in the Fukao et al.65 

paper was to study the change in the relaxation rate as the sample gradually transformed upon 

annealing, that is, as the thin films merged into a bulk-like thicker film.  Our particular interest 

here is in the data that were reported at zero annealing time, i.e. before the stacked films were 

annealed into a more bulk-like sample.  The data for these 18 nm stacked films were taken from 

figure 9 of that work.  We also used data for the bulk sample, i.e. for the thicker 120 nm film 

(which had equivalent dynamics to that of the stacked sample once it had undergone a very long 

annealing time).

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the Fukao et al.65 data plotted together (log vs. 1/T) with the 

Schwartz et al.53 P2ClS bulk data, the latter of which was used to parameterize the CFV model.  
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Note that the 120 nm film data, which is what effectively counts as the bulk P2ClS data from 

Fukao et al. (open black symbols), lie slightly above the corresponding ambient pressure (P = 1 

atm) bulk data from Schwartz et al (solid blue symbols).  These small differences between results 

from different laboratories are common, for example, often being caused by a difference in the 

polymer sample.  Therefore, in order to properly represent the change in the 18 nm film dynamics 

relative to a strictly analogous bulk sample, the bulk data from the two labs should be aligned.  We 

apply a shift of log = 0.4 to the 120 nm bulk-like film data from Fukao et al to line it up with 

the Schwartz et al P2ClS results; this same shift must then also be applied to the 18 nm film data.  

The results are shown by the open red and solid red symbols respectively; this is equivalent to a 

simple shift of the VFT curve by an additive constant.
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Fig. 5  P2ClS relaxation times as a function of inverse temperature: comparison of experimental data for 
films and bulk.  Solid blue symbols correspond to bulk data from Schwartz et al.53; these data include results 
for the standard isobar at ambient pressure (marked in the figure) as well as isobars at higher pressure. (The 
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same bulk data is also shown in Fig. 2).  The experimental data for the 18 nm film and the bulk-like 120 
nm film (ambient pressure) are from Fukao et al.65 and are shown by the solid black symbols and open 
black symbols respectively.  These data were aligned with the Schartz et al data by shifting the ordinate 
values of both sets down by 0.40 (solid red and open red symbols); this shift brings the bulk-like 120 nm 
film into overlap with the corresponding ambient bulk data of Schwartz et al. while preserving the 
difference between the bulk and the 18 nm film.  See main text for details.

We now turn to the question of how to properly calculate the model prediction for the 

overall relaxation time for a whole film sample based on the model relaxation profile (Fig. 4).  We 

begin by emphasizing that it would not be correct to define the film-averaged relaxation time by 

simply taking a mass weighted average of the  value at each point in the film.  That is,

 film    [(z)dz]1 (z)(z)dz.                                                  (6)

(Integrations extend over the whole film, and (z)dz is the film's mass per area.)  The integration 

described by eqn (6) treats the sample film, mathematically, as a "mean value" of .  However, in 

the context of most studies, the intended physical meaning of  is much closer in spirit to either a 

"median value", e.g. the time when half (or some other specified fraction) of a population has 

relaxed, or, in the case of standard dielectric spectroscopy analyses, a "most probable value".  The 

latter follows because  (= 1/2fmax) is associated with the peak frequency (fmax) of the dielectric 

loss curve, ''(f) vs. logf, where the area under this curve is proportional to the number density of 

participating dipoles (i.e. proportional to the dielectric strength, ).69  The distinction between 

"mean", "median", and "most probable", can be significant in glassy dynamics where the relaxation 

function for the population is typically spread out in time over several orders of magnitude.  
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To illustrate this point, consider that applying eqn (6) to the (z) profile for the 18 nm film 

at T = 425K gives logfilm = 3.63 ( in units s).  This treatment yields a shift of log = 0.15 

relative to the corresponding bulk value (log = 3.48).  Referring back to the actual plot of the 

underlying (z) profile in Fig. 4, this suggests that the one third of the sample in the interfacial 

region has had very little impact in the film sample average.  Since using eqn (6) leads to the "mean 

value" of , as opposed to log, important contributions covering several orders of magnitude will 

not be distinctly considered, but instead all weighted effectively as if they were  = zero compared 

to the larger (bulk-like) relaxation times, an effect that will skew the results.  In other words, taking 

the log of this mean  will produce a result that will always be heavily weighted toward (the log 

of) the largest relaxation times.  

To obtain  for a whole sample, ideally one should consider that in an experimental sample 

there is an entire spectrum of values associated with each position, z.  Adding these at each position 

(i.e. adding together each position dependent "sub-spectrum") would give an overall sample 

spectrum from which a peak value for the entire sample could be obtained.  Our model (at any 

given location, whether interfacial or bulk) does not provide a whole spectrum, of course, so we 

must work with just the single  value corresponding to the peak in the standard dielectric '' vs. 

logf spectrum.  In particular we imagine that (z) at each position, z, will identify the peak location 

for each contributing sub-spectrum that would be hypothetically measured at each z.  

Given that the area under a curve of '' vs. logf (not '' vs. f) is proportional to the number 

density of participating dipoles (i.e.   ''(f)dlnf), and assuming that for each region in the 

sample (each position, z) the distribution is not too strongly skewed (asymmetric) about its peak 
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value, then taking the mean of log should provide a reasonable approximation to the location of 

the peak in the overall '' vs. logf dielectric spectrum for the whole sample (i.e. log[2fmax]).  That 

is, we will approximate film according to

logfilm   [(z)dz]1  log(z)(z)dz                                                  (7)

or equivalently, film   exp{ [(z)dz]1  log(z)(z)dz }.  

Applying eqn (7) to the (z) profile for the 18 nm film at T = 425K, we obtain logfilm = 

4.88.  At this temperature the predicted enhancement in the dynamics is log = 1.4 relative to 

the corresponding bulk (log = 3.48).  As discussed above, an enhancement in the dynamics is 

expected because the presence of a free surface leads to an intermolecular environment 

characteristic of lowered density.

Based on a series of individual (z) profiles obtained over a range of incremented 

temperatures we used eqn (7)) to calculate the overall relaxation times of the 18 nm freestanding 

P2ClS film (film) as a function of T.  These model predictions are shown in the log vs. 1/T plot 

in Fig. 6 (red curve) together with the corresponding model curve for bulk (blue curve), as well as 

the experimental data for both the bulk (blue symbols) and the 18 nm film (red symbols).  All 

results correspond to ambient pressure (P = 1 atm).  Also shown for reference are the data discussed 

above for the bulk-like 120 nm film from Fukao, et al.65 (open red symbols).
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Fig. 6  Predicted relaxation times for the whole film sample as a function of inverse temperature.  The CFV 
model prediction for the 18 nm freestanding P2ClS film is shown by the red curve with the corresponding 
model curve for the (ambient) bulk shown by the blue curve for comparison.  The experimental data for 
bulk are from Schwartz et al.53 and are shown by solid blue symbols; these data were used to parameterize 
the CFV model.  The experimental data for the 18 nm film and the thicker 120 nm bulk-like film come from 
Fukao et al.65 and are shown by solid red symbols and open red symbols respectively; see main text and the 
caption of Fig. 5 for more details on the data.

The model predictions for film (Fig. 6) are in semi-quantitative agreement with the 

experimental P2ClS film data.  No data on the film was used to fit the model and yet the shift in 

the dynamics relative to bulk is predicted within about 20%.  As discussed above, the bulk Lcoop:ref 

value at Tref = 425K (used to fix v* for the prediction of Lcoop(z)) was set at 3.5 nm, 2.3 Kuhn 

lenghs; the over-prediction of the model with the approximated Lcoop:ref = 3.5 nm indicates that a 

fitted Lcoop:ref value would turn out to be closer to about 3 nm.
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As expected from the multiplicative coupling of temperature- and density-based 

contributions in eqn (1), both the model and the data (Fig. 6) clearly show that as T decreases (1/T 

increases) there is an increasing sensitivity to confinement, i.e. the separation in  between film 

and bulk is increasing.  In this particular case, the model predicts a somewhat stronger growth in 

separation, however this might be partially explained by the inevitable small differences that arise 

between experiments and samples.  Here, as noted above, we have the film data from Fukao et 

al.65 and the bulk data from Schwartz et al.,53 and it is the latter results to which the model was 

parameterized.  For example, the model bulk curve, and thus the model film curve, would be 

slightly steeper if the model had been parameterized using the bulk-like 120 nm film data, instead.

5   Summary

In this work we predict the dynamic relaxation behavior of P2ClS freestanding films, and 

compared with experimental results. We do not use any experimental film data in order to generate 

these predictions, only data on bulk samples.  The analysis succeeds because we were able to 

exploit our prior work showing that effects on dynamics induced by free interfaces are analogous 

to the effects induced by density (pressure) changes in the bulk.  This meant that we could apply 

the CFV rate model to freestanding films using the results from LCL EOS analysis of the bulk 

behavior of P2ClS, along with the CFV characteristic parameters that describe bulk temperature 

and density dependent relaxation behavior.  

An essential aspect of this process requires the CFV prediction of an averaged local density 

profile av(z), which is key to explaining the experimental fact that relaxation profiles (z) are 

significantly broader than the sharp change in the position dependent (not averaged) density (z) 
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of the sample within a few nm from the free surface.  The path to the averaged density profile 

av(z) involves translating the CFV model characteristic critical free volume, v*, required for local 

segmental motion, into a temperature and density dependent cooperative lengthscale that 

represents the region around which free volume is gathered to enable relaxation.

Further, for the first time here, we use our predicted position dependent relaxation profile 

(z) to estimate a whole-sample-averaged characteristic relaxation time, in analogy to what is 

recorded experimentally.  A key aspect of our analysis involves showing that the correct procedure 

is to average the ln values at each position, not to average the bare  values, themselves. 

Here we summarize some of the specific key findings:  Our initial analysis of the P2ClS 

bulk results demonstrated, again, the strong correlation between experimentally measured pressure 

dependent dynamics data and independently calculated free volume values from thermodynamic 

PVT data.  In accordance with the CFV log  f(T)(1/Vfree) prediction, P2ClS follows a pattern of 

linear log vs. 1/Vfree isotherms with T-dependent slopes.

In modeling the P2ClS free surface, the local density profile, (z), was calculated based on 

LCL EOS analysis of PVT and surface tension data.  In addition to (z), we determined the 

cooperative length scale as a function of distance from the interface Lcoop(z); this defines the region 

relevant for collecting the critical free volume, v* needed for local segmental relaxation.    CFV 

predicts that Lcoop(z) decreases on moving toward the free surface because a smaller region will 

suffice as local free volume becomes more plentiful per segment.  With both Lcoop(z) and (z) in 

hand, we were then able to predict the locally averaged position-dependent density profile, av(z).  
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 From av(z), and thus (Vfree/Vhc)(z), the CFV model (eqn (5)) was applied to predict 

relaxation times, (T,z), across the interface using the same characteristic parameters that had 

successfully described the bulk.  Consistent with findings from simulations, the relaxation profiles 

were predicted to be broad, with the interfacial effect on dynamics extending several times deeper 

( 4 nm) into the bulk than does the much narrower local density profile, (z) ( 1 nm).

The CFV (z) profile for the entire freestanding film was used to predict the film-averaged 

relaxation time, film.  We found that the decision about how to undertake the averaging is key.  A 

simple mass weighted average, the mean, of (z) will overweight the largest relaxation times and 

cannot lead to sensible results.  Instead, the mass weighted mean of log(z) is the more logical 

choice, because it leads to an average that more closely corresponds to the most probable value 

(i.e. the peak) in the dielectric '' vs. logf relaxation spectrum.  

The model predictions for film as a function of temperature were compared with 

corresponding experimental results on stacked freestanding films and found to be in semi-

quantitative agreement, within about 20%.  The model predicts (and experimental data show) that 

at about 25 degrees above Tg, 18 nm freestanding P2ClS films have dynamics that are enhanced 

relative to bulk by about log  1.4.  In addition, consistent with the consequences of the 

fundamental f(T)g(V) multiplicative coupling in eqn (1), both the model and experimental data 

show that the separation between relaxation times of bulk and film grows as T decreases (f(T) 

increases).
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In this paper we stretch the application of our Cooperative Free Volume model 

considerably, and show that the demanding goal of predicting dynamic relaxation in freestanding 

films can be achieved by a simple model, simply tethered to clear physics, implemented using data 

on bulk samples, alone. 
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